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Where do I find
out about
Library Classes?

By Amye Quigley, Library Assistant and Editor
closer to exam times. Check our full
opening hours on the Library
website under the 'About the

Don’t forget that the library has

Welcome back for another academic

Library' tab

a range of very useful classes for

year! All of us in the Library look forward

IT will have provided you with a

students. We recommend that

to assisting you along the way, and we

login for PC access, Moodle, booking

have many resources and services

study rooms or PCs in the library and

available to you.

your email. Your Library Account

by going to the Library website

For more details on everything we have

login is your student number and

and selecting ‘Library Services’

on offer just come and visit our Aungier

your date of birth in the format

and then ‘Library Classes’ – this

Street or Dame Street Library, attend a

DD/MM/YYYY and for those of you

brings up a calendar showing you

library class and check out our website.

using Athens you will be given a

what classes are on every week.

Also, remember that as usual we will be

you attend some of them. You
can find and register for classes

There are a range of classes
which will, for example, teach
you how to use referencing
software

Zotero,

help

you

prepare for a literature review,
assist you in searching the
databases effectively and show
you how to plan and write better
academic assignments.

login for Athens and you will decide
your own password.

open for the entire academic year until
10pm Monday to Thursday, until 9pm on

All the very best with your studies at

Friday, and until 5pm on Saturday. We

DBS this year!

will be open Sundays and Bank Holidays

DBS Library Locations

Librarians in the Movies >>>

DBS Undergraduate Library
13/14 Aungier St, Dublin 2.
Ph: 01- 4177572

Director: Douglas McCarthy

DBS Postgraduate Library

Cast: Bill Farmer, Jason Marsden

19/22 Dame St, Dublin 2.
Ph: 01 - 4178745

Goofy loses his job and decides to go
college to earn a degree. There he meets
the college librarian, stamping and shelving books. At first she is typically
prim and proper -- she wears glasses, shushes him
and says something about having respect for the

Dewey Decimal System– but she quickly sheds the
stereotype and offers to help. They strike up a
conversation and learn that they both like the
70s and disco.
>>> By Alex Kouker, Marie O’Dwyer, Trevor Haugh and Colin O’Keeffe

Groucho Marx

New titles
in the library

Improving wayfinding signage through
combined digital/analogue signposting
A year ago I wrote about library-signage redesign efforts at
CSI Library, which has led to improved way finding for

The library purchases core and
supplementary texts
throughout the year. In each

students and increased circulating-book transactions. CSI’s
challenge was to better bridge the retrieval gap between
virtual OPAC identifier and physical shelf location. The

newsletter we will include a link

same challenge applies to our context here at DBS Library.

to new library acquisitions.

Over the summer we looked at how a similar feat could be

Lecturers should update their

reading lists using LORLS.

accomplished in our library. As opposed to CSI Library
(three-floor building) our setup is somewhat more straight
forward as the main lending and reference collections

Students can make purchase
suggestions to the library when

reside on one floor; the bays are also for the most part
sequentially aligned.

logged in through their library
account.

We sat down and first of all looked at how physical signage
could be improved. This involved enlarging fonts and a

Click here for a list of new titles

clearer layout of subject descriptors, as well as splitting

from May 16th to October 1st of

double-sided bays into separate logical units and class

this year.

number ranges: A (front) and B (back).

To make orientation for students easier, we also added alphanumerical perpendicular(ish) signs, which were attached
above the main bay labels. This covered the physical layout aspect.
Catalogue records were also adjusted to account for digital signposting at item level. We originally suggested recruiting
two MARC fields for this purpose:
Tag/Subfield

Data Element

SQL Column

Description

Notes

952$c

Shelving location

items.location

Coded value, matching the authorized

To account for the alphanumerical

value list 'LOC'

bay label

A URL or URN, which provides electronic

To account for a digital location map

access data in a standard syntax

(e.g. hosted on the cloud)

code
952$u

Uniform Resource
Identifier

items.uri

The SQL table ‘Items’ was adjusted to include the shelving location code 952$c.
There were two options looked at regarding the inclusion of links to maps in the OPAC. The first was to include 952$u in
the catalogue records. The problem with this was twofold. One catalogue record might relate to different physical
locations, which in our context are: Aungier Street Main Lending, Aungier Street Reference and Dame Street Main
Lending. Second, it is not possible to do batch catalogue record modifications at present in Koha. However, there is a
workaround using MarcEdit for batch bibliographic record modification, but the problem with multiple item locations
within one catalogue record is still not addressed – which map would you link to?
The second option was to add the link to the map to the item records. This could be done by batch item modification but
the issue here is that while you can add a URL to the item record you cannot add a note to describe it. So the library user
would only see the standard message as below “Link to resource”.
We are considering including a global digital map (one for each site) with relevant
bay-sign markers. The maps would then be placed prominently on the OPAC
homepage.
As an aside, the consequence of adding a shelf location code is that library staff
must take note when shelving not to shift books from one bay to another (or one
side of a bay to another) without updating the relevant item records.
To the right is a sample screenshot of a catalogue record with a bay location
identifier at item level (example: AS Bay 3A). Essentially, the library user has now
information about the physical location of the shelf in addition to the call number.
In this example, Violence : six sideways reflections with the call number 179.7 ZIZ
lives on shelf 3A. This additional piece of information reduces the burden on the
user to identify the correct shelf. Within our context, all the user has to do now is
look down the aisle and keep an eye out for the perpendicular(ish) sign 3A.
References:
Amy F. Stempler, (2013) Navigating circular library stacks: a case study on signage. Reference Services Review, 41(3), 503 – 513.
Wilson, A. (2012) QR Codes in the Library: Are They Worth the Effort? Journal Of Access Services, 9(3), 101-110.
Hahn, J., & Zitron, L. (2011). How First-Year Students Navigate the Stacks: Implications for Improving Wayfinding. Reference & User Services
Quarterly, 51(1), 28-35.

Dr. John Donovan on Horizon 2020
>>> By Marie O’ Neill, Head of Library Services

DBS Library runs a research support service which
includes the delivery of presentations from Library staff

research, industry and other stakeholder organisations.

and guest speakers.

To find out more about Horizon 2020 please refer to

I am delighted to announce that Dr. John Donovan, Head

the programme’s website

of Research, the European Research Support Office and

Dr. Donovan has a wealth of experience and expertise

the Research Support Office at Dublin Institute of

in the research support field. DIT researchers have been

Technology will be speaking on Horizon 2020 to DBS

active in FP7, the predecessor to Horizon 2020 as both

staff. The talk will take place in CH 2.7 on the 29th

co-ordinators and partners and have been particularly

October between 5-6pm. Dr Donovan is also the Chair of

successful in the FP7 SME programme with 8 new

the European Association of Research Managers and

projects awarded in the last 2 years. DIT Researchers

Administrators

are now forming partnerships and writing proposals for

Horizon 2020 is the biggest and most open EU research

EU funded projects through Horizon 2020.

and innovation fund to date. It has a budget of €80

Dr. Donovan is extremely encouraging to young

billion over the next seven years. The fund comprises

researchers in relation to funding bids. The focus of his

three pillars, Excellent Science, Societal Challenges and

talk will be on how early researchers can enhance their

Industrial Leadership. The programme is open to all

eligibility and fully participate in research funds such as

those involved in research and innovation- academic,

Horizon 2020. All welcome.

Irish
Irish Social
Social Science
Science Data
Data Archive
Archive (ISSDA)
(ISSDA)
>>> By Jane Buggle, Deputy Librarian
>>> By Jane Buggle, Deputy Librarian

to publicise its use among researchers. She
introduced the key datasets of the archive: Growing
Up in Ireland, the Irish Longitudinal Study on Ageing
Julia Barrett visited DBS on Wednesday 1st October to
talk to staff and students about the Irish Social Science
Data Archive (ISSDA). Julia is the Research Services
Manager in UCD Library and is responsible for a wide
range of research support services including the UCD
research repository, bibliographic metrics and data
management.

(TILDA), the Household Budget Survey, the Survey of
Income and Living Conditions (EU-SILC) and the
Commission for Energy Regulation’s surveys.
Researchers are welcome to access and use the
datasets in their research. Apply to issda@ucd.iefor
further information. Julia also introduced some other
interesting publicly available datasets. It was a
fascinating talk which was well attended by staff and

The ISSDA is a repository of quantitative research data

students from the Social Sciences. Students can

which is housed in the Research Services Department

email Jane.Buggle@Dbs.ie to request Julia’s slides and

and it falls within Julia’s remit to curate the archive and

staff can access them here.

DBS Library Research Support Service
>>> By Alex Kouker, Research Librarian
Learning and Teaching is a conversation that depends

publications; identifying journal quality and ranking in

on the work of others. Vital to this exchange of ideas is

your subject area; using specific analysis tools such as

the accessibility of research, criticism, and other

Google Scholar Citations. Note that the library has

academic and creative work to the larger community of

produced a Citation Tracking tool-box for its database

teachers and learners. DBS Library endeavours to

subscriptions and supporting information around the

support academic staff and students in their efforts to

subject of research impact measurements. For details see

create and share research output and make it available

http://goo.gl/9vof8X

for open discovery and access.

Finally, as part of our efforts to create a scholarly

The library offers a range of services to early-career and

footprint in the wider Irish higher education landscape,

established researchers at Dublin Business School

we invite you to register your research output with the

through its recently established Research Support

Register of Scholarly Activity (contact jane.buggle@dbs.ie

Office located in Aungier Street Library. The service

/ ext.667). This also includes the archival of your work

includes access to library guides and books on doing a

with esource.dbs.ie. eSource affords all individuals at

PhD or carrying out research, a dedicated desk and PC

Dublin Business School and beyond the opportunity to

for quiet study and space to conduct meetings with

discover, explore and share deposited works to evolve the

research collaborators and co-authors. We also offer a

ideas, experience, and enquiry fundamental to liberal

variety of workshops and one-on-one consultations on

education.

request covering topics such as getting published,
academic blogging, copyright, literature searching and
more.

For further information contact alexander.kouker@dbs.ie
/ ext.612

Research support also means to assist you in tracking
the influence of your research outputs through article
impact and citation analysis. Examples include
measuring your h-index, which is one way of assessing
your impact; generating citation reports for research
Establish your Research Profile in the
Academic Community: ORCID
ORCID (Open Researcher and Contributor ID) is a

Benefits:


Identify authors through a unique 16-digit ID



Include the ID in manuscript and grant

persistent, unique researcher identifier and a transparent

submissions

method of linking your research activities and outputs to



Improve author search

this identifier.



ORCID operates independently from publishers



Solve author name ambiguities

Find out more and register at: http://orcid.org/

Libraries Around the world By Amye Quigley, Library Assistant

Biblioteca Joanino.
University of Coimbra, Portugal.
The Biblioteca Joanina of the University of Coimbra is a
fabulous Baroque library built in the 18th century during the
reign of King Joao V, after whom the library is named. It was
designed by renowned architect Gaspar Ferreira, and
comprises of three large rooms lined with attractive wooden
bookstands, divided by small corridors which are decorated
with the coats of arms of each of the university’s faculties. It is

a fine example of the Baroque style. Today the library contains
approximately 250,000 books dating from the 12th to the 19th
centuries, most focused on law, philosophy and theology. Later
books are housed in a newer building.
References:
Coimbra Portugal – Your Essential Guide(2012) Biblioteca Joanina . Available at :
http://www.coimbraportugal.org/attractions/biblioteca-joanina-university-coimbra Accessed 07/10/2014.
Wikipedia (2014) Biblioteca Joanina. Available at: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Biblioteca_Joanina Accessed 07/10/2014.

Paperity >>> Suggested by Alex Kouker, Assistant Librarian
Paperity is the first multi-disciplinary aggregator of
peer-reviewed Open Access journals and papers,
"gold" and "hybrid". It:




gives readers easy and unconstrained access

The aim of Paperity is to aggregate 100% of Open

to thousands of journals from hundreds of

Access literature, published in any place around the

disciplines, in one central location;

world, in any field of research.

helps authors reach their target audience and
disseminate discoveries more efficiently;



raises exposure of journals, helps editors and

Features include:


publishers boost readership and encourage
new submissions.

Open Access (OA).


Universality. Paperity is multi-disciplinary and
covers all fields of research.

Paperity is the way towards more efficient scholarly
communication in all research fields, from Sciences,

Accessibility. All articles indexed by Paperity are



Consistency and high quality of the corpus.

Technology, Medicine, through Social Sciences, to

Paperity makes sure to index only true peer-

Humanities and Arts.

reviewed scholarly literature.

Kindles in the Library

Kindle Pros and Cons >>> By Trevor Haugh, Library Assistant
This year DBS Library has introduced ten new



The item appears to go into a standby mode

Amazon Kindle e-Book Readers to its collection.

when not in use for a period, thus reducing

There will be five kindles storing Arts based

the battery use and ensuring that the item

material and the rest will contain Business, Law

can be used at a later date.

and IT course books. The Kindles will be available
to borrow for one week periods. This will make

I did find a minor drawback when using the Kindle.

their lending period similar to other items

When operating the item initially I had a tendency

currently in the library collection. Both students

to think the item could be operated by touchscreen

and staff will be able to borrow the items.

controls in a similar way to other mobile devices. It

During the last few weeks I have been using the
Kindle on an ad hoc basis. The following points are
some of the attractions and drawbacks that I have

was frustrating to find out that the Kindle did not
respond in this way but you soon learn to forgive it
for this.

encountered.


The Kindles have a long battery life. Once
the object is fully charged being used every

day it should last a month. That covers
most journeys to and from the college.


On a connected point Amazon have built
the item to be practically weightless so you
can reduce the weight of your college bag.

The Kindles have been preloaded with Core &

Alongside this the library has ensured that

Supplementary texts from a range of Arts,

each Kindle will be accompanied by a small

Business, Law and IT courses.

plastic pouch containing the USB charging
cable and a short guide. These pouches can

be easily carried by themselves or placed
in larger carrier luggage.




The Kindle is very easy to navigate around.

To check if your course materials are on the Kindles

do a search for ‘Arts Kindle’ or ‘Business Kindle’ on
the Library Catalogue and it will pull up the full list
of all books on either type of Kindle.

After a few minutes even luddites like me

We aim to add additional items to the Kindle in the

found its functions straight forward to use.

future. Don’t forget you can make purchase

Users will be able to highlight material in a

suggestions through your Library Account Online.

book without the wrath of librarians and

Just click on the link on your menu on the left-hand

make notes.

side!

Recipe Corner >>>By Sharon O’Shea, Reader Services

Delicious Halloween Tea Brack
Ingredients:

Method:
1. Preheat oven to Gas Mark 5/190°C /375°F



Sultanas (4oz)



Sun-dried raisins (4oz)



Currants (4oz)



Tea (12 fl oz)



Wholemeal flour (8oz)



Baking powder (1 Level tablespoon)



Mixed spice (2 teaspoons)



Cinnamon (1 teaspoon)

5. Add this mixture to the fruit and mix really well.



Egg (1)

6. Pour into a well-greased loaf tin(1lb) smooth top

2. Soak all fruit overnight in a bowl covered in freshly
made tea.
The next day..
3. Whisk the egg and add to fruit mixture.
4. Mix the flour, baking powder, mixed spice and
cinnamon together.

lightly.
7. Bake in the centre of pre-heated oven for 1 hour.
8. Remove from oven and allow to sit for 10 minutes,
and then place on a cooling rack.
9. Enjoy!!



>>> By Amye Quigley, Library Assistant

DBS Graduates: get DBS Library resources for life
If you are about to graduate from DBS, remember
that DBS library services are still available to you to
help you with further studies, work or continued
development.
We offer borrower, reader or online memberships
over varying lengths of time depending on whether
you just need a space to study or need to continue

accessing the DBS Library collection and electronic
databases.
So check our membership page on the Library
website, drop us a line at thelibrary@dbs.ie, call us at
01-4177572 or drop in. We’d be delighted to give you

more info and continue assisting you with your
searches!

Rabid (1977)

Cronenberg, David

DVD/0028

Ring (1996)

Nakata, Hideo

DVD/0061

Halloween (1978)

Carpenter, John

DVD/0114

Eraserhead (1976)

Lynch, David

DVD/0116

Dawn of the Dead

Romero, George A.

DVD/0117

Day of the Dead (1985)

Romero, George A.

DVD/0123

Carrie (1976)

De Palma, Brian

DVD/0126

Stepford Wives (1975)

Forbes, Bryan

DVD/0129

I Spit On Your Grave (1978)

Zarchi, Meir

DVD/0146

Night of the Living Dead (1968)

Romero, George A.

DVD/0163

Invasion of the Body Snatchers (1978)

Adams, Brooke

DVD/0202

The Tenant (1976)

Polanski, Roman

DVD/0210

Bram Stoker's Dracula

Coppola, Francis Ford

DVD/0244

The Texas Chain Saw Massacre (1974)

Hooper, Tobe

DVD/0316

Night Watch

Bekmambetov, Timur

DVD/0323

Hostel

Roth, Eli

DVD/0369

28 Days Later

Boyle, Danny

DVD/0377

Theatre of Blood

Hickox, Douglas

DVD/0412

The Haunting

Wise, Robert

DVD/0416

The Fall of the House of Usher

Corman, Roger

DVD/0418

The Fly

Cronenberg, David

DVD/0439

The Vanishing

Sluizer, George

DVD/0455

The Masque of the Red Death

Corman, Roger

DVD/0457

Dead of Night

Crichton, Charles

DVD/0462

The Wicker Man

Hardy, Robin

DVD/0494

Frankenstein/The Bride of Frankenstein

Whale, James

DVD/0496

The Innocents

Clayton, Jack

DVD/0501

The Company of Wolves

Jordan, Neil

DVD/0528

Dead Meat

McMahon, Conor

DVD/0558

Das Cabinet des Dr. Caligari

Wiene, Robert

DVD/0560

Ringu

Nakata, Hideo

DVD/0583

Bride of the Monster

Wood Jr, Edward D.

DVD/0752

The Beyond

Fulci, Lucio

DVD/0804

Jason X

Isaac, Jim

DVD/0822

Freddy vs. Jason

Yu, Ronny

DVD/0824

Le testament du Docteur Cordelier

Renoir, Jean

DVD/0833

Der golem

Boese, Carl

DVD/0855

Poltergeist

Hooper, Tobe

DVD/0876

The last broadcast

Avalos, Stefan

DVD/0901

Kwaidan

Kobayashi, Masaki

DVD/0984

Nadja

Almereyda, Michael

DVD/1010

The spiral staircase

Siodmak, Robert

DVD/1109

Dracula's daughter

Hillyer, Lambert

DVD/1113

Cronos

del Toro, Guillermo

DVD/1165

The orphanage

Bayona, J.A.

DVD/1196

Let the right one in

Alfredson, Tomas

DVD/1200

Godzilla

Honda, Ishiro

DVD/1231

Nosferatu, phantom der nacht

Herzog, Werner

DVD/1253

The thing

Carpenter, John

DVD/1259

The thing from another world

Nyby, Christian

DVD/1266

Atomic Cafe

Loader, Jayne

DVD/1269

Poison

Haynes, Todd

DVD/1285

Eyes without a face (Region 1)

Franju, George

DVD/1287

The sixth sense

Shyamalan, M. Night

DVD/1309

Freaks

Browning, Tod

DVD/1464

The eclipse

McPherson, Conor

DVD/1470

The Coffin Joe collections:
At midnight I will take your soul (1964) / This night I will possess your corpse (1967)

DVD/1247

The strange world of Coffin Joe (1968) / Awakening of the beast (1970)

DVD/1248

End of man (1964) / Strange hostel of naked pleasures (1967)

DVD/1249

Hellish flesh (1977) / Hallucinations of a deranged mind (1978)

DVD/1250

Suggestion Box Corner >>> By Trevor Haugh, Library Assistant

The Suggestion Box Corner
All your suggestions answered!
We have a suggestion box outside of AS Library and
you are welcome to drop your suggestions to the
Library there. It is a great way to keep in touch with
all our users and know what we can improve all year
long and we will make sure to implement your ideas
where possible, and to also answer to them in this
dedicated corner.
Over the summer we had some suggestions. These
suggestions concerned
Library Facilities
It was proposed that the library replace the
keyboards attached to desktops computers. While
the library did not purchase new items over the
summer, library staff cleaned these items thoroughly

over the summer and we will continue to monitor
them over the coming year.

The Mobile Library
Another slip requested that the library provides a
library app for mobile users rather than them
having to go through other devices that are not
always available to them.
On this issue people interested in this subject
may want to check out the mobile library page of
the library webpage:
http://library.dbs.ie/ElectronicResources/Mobile-Library.htm. It provides info on
the list of library databases that can be accessed
through your mobile device.

Surprises in the box
Lastly somebody dropped a cent into the

Also it was recommended that Dame Street building

suggestion box. I was wondering if they were

provide a water fountain. This utility was available to

hinting that we should follow that old phrase ‘a

students on the second floor of the building up to

penny for your thoughts’. This means that the

earlier this year. Unfortunately the machine had

person interested in the recipient’s ideas provides

broken and had to be removed. The college have

them with a penny when they share their

replaced the old machine and it is available again on

opinions with them. There is a thought.

the second floor.

Presentation? Group work?
Use one of our projectors! If you and your group need to work on
presentations and would like to prepare for it using a projector, book one of
the four study rooms in the Library (2 in AS and 2 in DS) and borrow one of our
four projectors to hook up to your laptop. It’s a great way to get ready.
*Just remember the study rooms aren’t soundproof so you’ll need to keep the
volume down a little!

Events >>> By Sharon O’Shea, Reader Services
Open House Festival
Why not take a day or two to explore the wonderful Architecture and buildings of
Dublin City as once again the doors of many fantastic homes, museums, galleries,
libraries and churches will be open for the public to enjoy. The Irish Architectural Foundation delivered its first
Open house Dublin in 2006 and this year will include (Open house Junior) allowing younger participants to enjoy
a series of workshops making it a great family day out.
Taking place: Friday 17th to 19th October. See www.openhousedublin.com for more details.
Bram Stoker Festival

For those of you who attended last year's festival and 'lived to tell the tale' another

amazing, exciting and terrifying party is once again to take place over 3 days on the
streets of Dublin. This event celebrates the memory of the Dublin horror Novelist Bram
Stoker and with inspiration from his famous novel Dracula, this year's (go Gothic) theme
is sure to attract anyone looking to have some supernatural fun... Be there!!
Taking place: 24th to 27th October. Check out www.bramstokerfestival.com for details of
events.
World Press Photo Exhibition
This travelling exhibition will showcase the world's best photojournalism in Dublin
this autumn. With an amazing display of award winning photographs by international
photographers, this exhibition captures a record of the previous year’s political,
geographical, sporting and many more worldwide events. This is a very special and unique opportunity to
explore and enjoy the very highest standard of professional photography that this exhibition has to offer.
Taking place: Friday 17th October to Saturday 15th November in the CHQ Building, IFSC, Dublin 1.
www.worldpressphoto.ie
The Lifestyle Sports Run in the Dark
Raising awareness and funding for the Mark Pollack trust fund, thousands of

people will take to the streets of Dublin and cities around the world in a run
supporting the cause to find a cure for catastrophic spinal cord injuries. Mark
Pollack a professional speaker, adventurer, author and broadcaster sadly lost
his sight at 22 years of age and in 2010 four weeks before he was due to marry, suffered a spinal cord injury
and was confined to a wheelchair. It is his mission now in life to connect people worldwide to help find a cure
for paralysis. Make a difference and join up for the run taking place in Dublin on Wednesday November 12th.
Go to www.runinthedark.org to sign up. Also check out... Unbreakable: The Mark Pollack Story out now in
cinemas.

